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後に一覧で示してある。さらに、参考までに [2], [3], [4], [6] に、各論文の Mizar システム
の数学言語で記述した証明の全容も、アドレスで示してある。ここで、アドレスの最後が




In the following articles:[2], [3], [4], and [6], we have deﬁned Boolean
valued function with respect to partitions. And some of their algebraic
properties are proved. We have also introduced and examined the inﬁ-
mum and supremum of Boolean valued functions and their properties.
In this paper, some elementary Predicate calculus formulae for Boolean
valued function are proved.
In this paper I have proved some elementary Predicate calculus
formulae for Boolean valued functions with respect to partitions. Such
a theory is an analogy of usual Predicate logic.
A Boolean valued function is a function of the type f : X → B,
where X is a non empty set and where B is a Boolean domain. A
Boolean domain B is a two element set, that is, B = {0, 1}, whose
elements are interpreted as logical values, for example, 0 = false and
1 = true.
The correctness of the theorems in this paper was checked with
Mizar[15] proof checker of computer.
Let Y be a non empty set. The functor PARTITIONS(Y ) was
deﬁned in article:[2] by:
(Def. 1) For every set x holds x ∈ PARTITIONS(Y ) iﬀ x is a
partition of Y .
The functor BVF(Y ) was deﬁned in article:[3] by :
(Def. 2) BVF(Y ) = BooleanY .
Let us consider Y , let a be an element of BVF(Y ), and let x be an
element of Y . The functor Pj(a, x) yields an element of Boolean and
was deﬁned in article:[3] by:
(Def. 3) Pj(a, x) = a(x).
Let us consider Y and let a, b be elements of BVF(Y ). The predicate
a � b was deﬁned in article:[3] by:
(Def. 4) For every element x of Y such that Pj(a, x) = true holds
Pj(b, x) = true.
Let us consider Y and let a be an element of BVF(Y ). The functor
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INF (a) yields an element of BVF(Y ) and was deﬁned in article:[3] as
follows:
(Def. 5) INF (a) = true(Y ), if for every element x of Y holds
Pj(a, x) = true, otherwise false(Y ).
The functor SUP (a) yielding an element of BVF(Y ) was deﬁned in
article:[3] by:
(Def. 6) SUP (a) = false(Y ), if for every element x of Y holds
Pj(a, x) = false, otherwise true(Y ).
Let us consider Y , let P1 be a partition of Y , and let G be a subset
of PARTITIONS(Y ). The functor CompF (P1, G) yielding a partition
of Y was deﬁned in article:[4] by:
(Def. 7) CompF (P1, G) =
�
G \ {P1}.
Let us consider Y , let a be an element of BVF(Y ), let G be a subset
of PARTITIONS(Y ), and let P1 be a partition of Y . The functor ∀a,P1G
yielding an element of BVF(Y ) was deﬁned in article:[4] by:
(Def. 8) ∀a,P1G = INF (a, CompF (P1, G)).
Let us consider Y , let a be an element of BVF(Y ), let G be a subset
of PARTITIONS(Y ), and let P1 be a partition of Y . The functor ∃a,P1G
yielding an element of BVF(Y ) was deﬁned in article:[4] as follows:
(Def. 9) ∃a,P1G = SUP (a, CompF (P1, G)).
2 Predicate Calculus for BVF(Y )
The terminology and notation used in this paper have been introduced
in the following articles:[2], [3], [4], [6], [8], [11],and [12].
In this paper Y denotes a non empty set.
The following propositions are true:
1. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
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and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀a⇒b,P1G � ∃(a∨c)⇒(b∨c),P1G.
2. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀a∧b∨c,P1G � ∃a∨c,P1G.
3. Let a, b, c, d be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀(a∧b)∨(c∧d),P1G � ∃a∨c,P1G.
4. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀(a∨b)∧(b⇒c),P1G � ∃a∨c,P1G.
5. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀(a⇒b)∧(¬a⇒c),P1G � ∃b∨c,P1G.
6. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀(a⇒c)∧(b⇒¬c),P1G � ∃¬a∨¬b,P1G.
7. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀(a∨b)∧(¬a∨c),P1G � ∃b∨c,P1G.
8. Let a, b, c, d be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀(a⇒b)∧(c⇒d),P1G � ∃(a∧c)⇒(b∧d),P1G.
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9. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀(a⇒b)∧(a⇒c),P1G � ∃a⇒(b∧c),P1G.
10. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀((a⇒c)∧(b⇒c)),P1G � ∃(a∨b)⇒c,P1G.
11. Let a, b, c, d be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀(a⇒b)∧(c⇒d),P1G � ∃(a∨c)⇒(b∨d),P1G.
12. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀(a⇒b)∧(a⇒c),P1G � ∃a⇒(b∨c),P1G.
13. Let a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2 be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of
PARTITIONS(Y ), and P1 be a partition of Y . Suppose G is a
coordinate and P1 ∈ G, then
∀(b1⇒b2)∧(c1⇒c2)∧(a1∨b1∨c1)∧¬(a2∧b2)∧¬(a2∧c2),P1G � ∃a2⇒a1,P1G.
14. Let a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2 be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of
PARTITIONS(Y ), and P1 be a partition of Y . Suppose G is a
coordinate and P1 ∈ G, then
∀(a1⇒a2)∧(b1⇒b2)∧(c1⇒c2)∧(a1∨b1∨c1)∧¬(a2∧b2)∧¬(a2∧c2)∧¬(b2∧c2),P1G �
∃(a2⇒a1)∧(b2⇒b1)∧(c2⇒c1),P1G.
15. Let a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2 be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of
PARTITIONS(Y ), and P1 be a partition of Y . Suppose G is a
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coordinate and P1 ∈ G, then
∀(a1⇒a2)∧(b1⇒b2)∧(c1⇒c2)∧¬(a2∧b2)∧¬(a2∧c2)∧¬(b2∧c2),P1G �
∃¬(a1∧b1)∧¬(a1∧c1)∧¬(b1∧c1),P1G.
16. Let a, b be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀a∧b,P1G � ∃a,P1G.
17. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀a∧b∧c,P1G � ∃a,P1G.
18. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀a∧b∧c,P1G � ∃b,P1G.
19. Let a, b, c, d be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of
PARTITIONS(Y ), and P1 be a partition of Y . Suppose G is a
coordinate and P1 ∈ G, then ∀a∧b∧c∧d,P1G � ∃a,P1G.
20. Let a, b, c, d be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of
PARTITIONS(Y ), and P1 be a partition of Y . Suppose G is a
coordinate and P1 ∈ G, then ∀a∧b∧c∧d,P1G � ∃b,P1G.
21. Let a, b, c, d, e be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of
PARTITIONS(Y ), and P1 be a partition of Y . Suppose G is a
coordinate and P1 ∈ G, then ∀a∧b∧c∧d∧e,P1G � ∃a,P1G.
22. Let a, b, c, d, e be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of
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PARTITIONS(Y ), and P1 be a partition of Y . Suppose G is a
coordinate and P1 ∈ G, then ∀a∧b∧c∧d∧e,P1G � ∃b,P1G.
23. Let a, b, c, d, e, f be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of
PARTITIONS(Y ), and P1 be a partition of Y . Suppose G is a
coordinate and P1 ∈ G, then ∀a∧b∧c∧d∧e∧f,P1G � ∃a,P1G.
24. Let a, b, c, d, e, f be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of
PARTITIONS(Y ), and P1 be a partition of Y . Suppose G is a
coordinate and P1 ∈ G, then ∀a∧b∧c∧d∧e∧f,P1G � ∃b,P1G.
25. Let a, b, c, d, e, f, g be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of
PARTITIONS(Y ), and P1 be a partition of Y . Suppose G is
a coordinate and P1 ∈ G, then ∀a∧b∧c∧d∧e∧f∧g,P1G � ∃a,P1G.
26. Let a, b, c, d, e, f, g be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of
PARTITIONS(Y ), and P1 be a partition of Y . Suppose G is
a coordinate and P1 ∈ G, then ∀a∧b∧c∧d∧e∧f∧g,P1G � ∃b,P1G.
27. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀(a⇒c)∧(b⇒c)∧(a∨b),P1G � ∃c,P1G.
28. Let a, b, c be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀((a⇒c)∨(b⇒c))∧(a∧b),P1G � ∃c,P1G.
29. Let a, b be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀a,P1G � ∃a∨b,P1G.
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30. Let a, b be elements of BVF(Y ), G be a subset of PARTITIONS(Y ),
and P1 be a partition of Y . SupposeG is a coordinate and P1 ∈ G,
then ∀a∧b,P1G � ∃a∨b,P1G.
3 Conclusion
In this paper, some elementary Predicate calculus formulae for Boolean
valued function with respect to partitions are proved. The correctness
of the proof was checked by Mizar[15] proof checker by using computer.
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